ÉCOLE NOTRE DAME DE FATIMA
OUR LADY OF FATIMA SCHOOL
315 Walker Street
Coquitlam, BC V5K 4C7
604 936-4228

Work-Bee Guidelines
The last Saturday of each month is generally scheduled for workbees at the school. The best way to sign
up to participate is to email (maintenance@fatimaschool.ca) a few days before the scheduled work-bee.
Although it is not absolutely necessary to sign up, signing up ahead of the workbee allows the PEC
maintenance co-chairs to gauge how many parents are attending so that they can properly prioritize the
tasks during the workbee.
The workbee starts at 9:00 am and generally lasts about 3 hours (please arrive about 10 minutes in
advance to sign-in and to get assigned your task). It involves various indoor and outdoor tasks and so it
is recommended that you dress for the weather that day as you may be assigned to an outdoor task
(perhaps layering your clothing for the weather and/or the work you are tasked with). There are some
tasks that vary every month and there are those that are routine. If you complete your task within the
three hours you must see one of the PEC maintenance co-chairs to be assigned another task or, if none
are available, to sign out for the time volunteered.
Children are not allowed to attend the workbee for safety reasons, no exceptions. Extended members
of the family (grandparents, uncles, aunts, etc.) are not allowed to attend as well as this Parent
Participation Hour activity is for the parents only. Casual use of cell/smart phones is prohibited for
safety reasons (emergency use only).
If you have any special skill sets (electrical, plumbing, construction, etc.) that you believe would be
beneficial to the maintenance of the school please inform the PEC maintenance co-chairs. If you have
any further questions regarding the workbees, or any other PPH activity, please feel free to contact us.
Thank-you for your interest in this parent participation activity and we look forward to seeing you at the
work-bees.

Warmest regards,
OLOF PEC Maintenance Co-chairs

